Abstract-A stable nonlinear feedback shift register (NFSR) can limit decoding error-propagation. Compared to extensive work on binary NFSRs, much less work has been done on multivalued NFSRs. This paper studies the stability of multi-valued NFSRs using a logic network approach. A multi-valued NFSR can be viewed as a logic network. Based on its logic network representation, some sufficient and necessary conditions are provided for globally (locally) stable multi-valued NFSRs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear feedback shift registers (NFSRs) are the main building blocks in many convolutional decoders. However, in the process of decoding, an error tends to induce a successive of further decoding errors. A stable NFSR is an alternative to limit this error propagation. Some studies have focused on the stability of NFSRs. Mowle proved that the number of n-stage globally stable NFSRs is 2 2 n −n−1 , and also showed that all these NFSRs are binomially distributed [1] . He gave the enumeration and classification of stable FSRs [2] , and also gave an algorithm to generate all of them [3] . A direct algorithm for the synthesis of stable feedback shift registers was proposed [4] . It is notable to point out that all above work was concerned binary NFSRs. In addition, Lempel gave some results on k-stable NFSRs [5] . Since then, the stability of NFSRs has not been further studied, due to lack of efficient tools, although numerous other efforts have been made on NFSRs over the past decades.
Reference [6] , the authors studied the stability for binary NFSRs, by viewing them as Boolean networks. A Boolean network is a finite state automaton evolving through Boolean functions. It was first introduced by Kauffman in 1969 to model a genetic network whose variables take only two possible values, "on" and "off" (or equivalently, 1 and 0, respectively) [7] . Over the last decades, Boolean networks have attracted much attention in many communities, such as biology [8] , [9] , [10] , physics [11] , [12] , [13] and system sciences [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . In the community of system sciences, Cheng and his collaborators developed an algebraic framework for Boolean networks using a semitensor product approach [18] . In the algebraic framework, a Boolean network can be equivalently converted into a conventional discrete-time linear system. A logic network is a generalization of a Boolean network. The variables of a logical network usually take multiple values. If they take only two values, say, 0 and 1, then the logical network is reduced to a Boolean network. The studies of multi-valued logical networks are referred to, for instance, [19] , [20] , [21] .
Multi-valued NFSRs have been investigated in several studies. For example, some construction methods were given for de Bruijn sequences generated from multi-valued NFSRs [22] , [23] , [24] . A necessary and sufficient condition was given for the nonsingularity of multi-valued NFSRs [25] . Recently, the multi-valued NFSRs were studied in [26] , [27] , [28] , by viewing them as logic networks.
In this paper, we studies the stability of multi-valued NFSRs using a logic network approach. A multi-valued NFSR can be viewed as a logic network. Based on its logic network representation, we give some sufficient and necessary conditions for globally (locally) stable multi-valued NFSRs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews some related work on logic networks. Section III is our main results. Some sufficient and necessary conditions are given for globally (locally) stable NFSRs. The paper is concluded in Section IV.
II. LOGIC NETWORK
In this section, we first briefly review the semi-tensor product of matrices. We then recall the multi-linear form of nonlinear logic function that is obtained by the semi-tensor product. Finally, we revisit the logic network representation of a multi-valued NFSR, which is very useful to investigate the stability of NFSRs.
For the statement ease, we first give some notations.
•
• D n k : the set of all n-dimensional vectors over D k .
• I n : the identity matrix of dimension n. • ord(B): the order of a square matrix B of dimension n, that is, the least power p satisfying B p = I n .
• L n×m : the set of n×m matrices, whose columns belong
A. Semi-tensor Product and Multi-linear Form of Logic Function
Semi-tensor product of matrices was introduced by Cheng [18] . It is a generalization of the conventional matrix product, and works for any two matrices regardless of their sizes, while it retains all major properties of the conventional matrix product. Before reviewing the semi-tensor product, we first recall what the Kronecker product is.
Definition 1: [29] Let A = (a ij ) and B be matrices of dimensions n × m and p × q, respectively. The Kronecker product of A and B is defined as an np × mq matrix, given by Clearly, if m = p, the semi-tensor product A B is reduced to their conventional matrix product AB. Throughout this paper the default matrix product is the semi-tensor product. Since the semi-tensor product is a generalization of the conventional matrix product, we can simply call it the "matrix product" and omit the symbol if there is no confusion.
A logical function f with n variables is a mapping from D n k to D k . Let i be the decimal number corresponding to the reverse alphabet order. Then f can be expressed as a multilinear form:
are one-to-one correspondent. A logical network with n-nodes can be described as the following system:
where
. . , n. Let G i be the structure matrix of the function g i for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. System (1) can be equivalently described as a linear system [17] :
×k n is the state transition matrix.
B. Logic network representation of Multi-valued NFSR
An n-stage multi-valued Fibonacci NFSR can be described as Fig. 1 . It is a collection of n storage devices, whose contents are denoted by the variables
is called the feedback function of the NFSR. For any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, the content x i+1 is shifted to x i at each periodic interval determined by a master clock. However, to obtain a new value for the variable x n , we compute the function f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) of all the present contents in the shift register. For the sake of statement simplicity, in the sequel an n-stage NFSR means an n-stage multi-valued Fibonacci NFSR over D k .
View the n-stage NSFR in Fig. 1 as a logic network. Then it can be expressed as:
T is the state transition function, satisfying
. . .
For any positive integer N , let g N +1 (X(t)) = g(g N (X(t))), which indicates that the state g(X(t)) is shifted N times from X(t).
Lemma 4: [28] For an n-stage NFSR with a feedback function f , assume the truth table of f to be [s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s k n ], arranged in the reverse alphabet order. Then the NFSR can be equivalently expressed as a linear system
where x ∈ ∆ k n is the state, and L ∈ L k n ×k n is the state transition matrix, expressed as
III. STABILITY OF MULTI-VALUED NFSR
In this section, we first briefly review some existing basic concepts of the stability of NFSRs. We then give some sufficient and necessary conditions for their stability. If the NFSR is locally stable, then there exists some state X(t) ̸ = 0 such that for some integer N , g N (X(t)) = 0. Thus, 0 has a predecessor different to itself. Hence, there is at least one i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k−1} such that f (i, 0, · · · , 0) = 0.
A. Basic concepts

B. Sufficient and Necessary Conditions for Stability
Sufficiency: f (0, · · · , 0) = 0 implies that 0 is an equilibrium state of the NFSR. If there is at least an i ∈ {1, 2,
T is a predecessor of 0. In other words, there exists a state X(t) = (i, 0, · · · , 0)
T ̸ = 0 such that g(X(t)) = 0, which implies that the NFSR is locally stable. 
Then the result follows from Equation (7). 2 Proposition 7: Let L be the state transition matrix of the logic network representation (5) in a linear system of an n- 
According to Equation (7), we have 
Proof. If the NFSR is globally stable maximum transient, then except the starting state and the state 0, the other states have their own unique predecessor and unique successor. The 
According to Definition 6, The NFSR is globally stable. In particular, N = k n −1 means that the starting state δ i k n for any i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k n } eventually reaches the the equilibrium state δ k n k n and keeps staying at this state. Thus, the result follows.
be the state transition matrix of the logic network representation in a linear system of an n-stage NFSR. Then, δ
n } is a branch state if and only if there exist at least two different elements 
The state X is a branch state, then it has at least two possible predecessor:
Since the matrix L uniquely corresponds to the truth table of the feedback function that is arranged in the reverse alphabet order, accordingly we arrange all k n states in D n k of the NFSR in the reverse decimal order as well. Thus, it is easy to see that if we denote as
T , and then
T . According to Lemma 3, we have
According to (8) and (9), we have k 
, which is a contradiction that any state has a unique successor. Hence, for any given globally stable maximum transient k-valued NFSRs of order n, there exists
T is the starting state of the NFSR. Therefore, the result follows.
Example 1: when k = 3, n = 2, we consider two nonlinear feedback shift registers, NFSR1 and NFSR2. Their feedback functions are, respectively, as follows.
and
Computations show that the state transition matrices of the logic network representations of both NFSRs, respectively, are:
and L 2 = δ 9 [2 6 7 2 6 9 1 5 9].
We use the same notations in previous sections. For the state transition matrix L 1 , η 3 ̸ = 9, η 6 ̸ = 9. According to Theorem 4, we get that NFSR1 is not locally stable. While for the state transition matrix L 2 , η 6 = 9, and L 5 2 = δ 9 [9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9]. From Theorem 4 and Theorem 8, we obtain that NFSR2 is global stable. Moreover η 1 = η 4 = 2, η 2 = η 5 = 6, according to Theorem 9, the NFSR2 has two branch states: δ 2 9 and δ 6 9 . Actually, the NFSR2 has three starting states. All those features are consistent with their state diagrams, which are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 .
Example 2: when k = 3, n = 2, we consider two nonlinear feedback shift registers, NFSR3 and NFSR4. Their feedback functions are, respectively, as follows. 
Computations show that the state transition matrices of the logic network representations of both NFSRs, respectively, are: 
We use the same notations in previous sections. For the state transition matrix L 3 and L 4 , we obtain L 8 3 = L 8 4 = δ 9 [9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9]. According to Theorem 8, both NFSR3 and NFSR4 are globally stable maximum transient. Their state diagrams are shown in Fig. 4 . Clearly, (0, 1) T (resp. (0, 2) T ) is the starting state of NFSR3 (resp. NFSR4), which is consistent with the result in Theorem 10. It also shows that different globally stable maximum transient k-valued NFSRs with k > 2, may have different starting state, which is unlike the globally stable maximum transient binary NFSRs whose starting states are the same, i.e., (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1) T . 
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper studies the stability of multi-valued NFSRs using a logic network approach. A multi-valued NFSR can be viewed as a logic network. Based on its logic network representation, some sufficient and necessary conditions were provided for globally (locally) stable multi-valued NFSRs. The approach used in this paper is helpful to theoretically analyze multi-valued NFSRs.
